
27233 Cranford Avenue 
Dearborn Heights, minhigan M8127 
July 28, 1967 

Mr. Carroll Shelby 
Shelby American, Inc. 
' el w. Imperial Highway 
Los Angeles, California 90009 

Door Mr. Shelby: 
so 

Motor Co. (Design Analysis Group, Heavy Truck) 

PM my good looking ("touch, "bad" 

I am a Mechanical Engineer and I nm employed by the Ford 
vy . Last Jan- 

uary I became the proud owner of n G. T. $00 Shelby Mustang. 
It's difficult not to be proud after receiving so many com- 
plcmen+ , "cool", "mean", 
etc. ) voile from beople of all ago groups. I believe 
there may be an accident if people keep tailgating and ga- 
zing at my G.T. h 
in motion. 

while my vehicle and their vehicle are both 

and general solid feel of the car stabllXuy at highway 
d gusts is very mood. 'of 
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I'r.1 pleased with the acceleration, handling characteristics 

speeds during cross wind ' low gear is excellent 
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which I oelieve deserve immediate attrition . u.s.* ; HQVC some complaints 
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S". 
light openings between the flat tail 11rtht Nanel and 
,°,ina1 Mustang (concave) rear panel. 
when the pressure i ' 

.Dow being open. 
exhaust fumes into the car. 

Exhaust fumes enter the car via the tail 
ori- 

T' *urs primarily 
S inside the car due to a win- 

Low pressure due to the spoiler brings the 
I solved the problem by a 

ploto sealing job (after removing the rear bumper). 
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Seal filler pipe 
Seal tail lights 
(lens and bezel) mi I I I vu1"-_1 
Soul all around flat 
rear panel 

Poor ounlitv Control. 
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A. Fiberglass hood doesn't fit properly. 
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Large gap here 
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hood drunk and to 
devoloned in the 
two air coons. 

B. Fiberglass cracks. Cracks , v e  
u limited extent 

The adhesive which bonds the fiberglass to the steel 
under panel (hood and trunk) should allow for the dif- 
ference in expansion rate between the steel and fiber- 
glass components The spoiler itself should be rein- 
orced' so the will not develop paint cracks if some- 

one leans against c. 
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of poor quality 
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c. Chrome Plato i on the hood lock 
nuns his small item but one which was noticed 
be myself and several other people. The pin and ring 
assembly have both rusted (despite the application of 

X aNd a light coat of oil). The dealer has slnce 
replaced he rusted items but I foresee more trouble 
new winter 
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D. The chrome plate is poor on the "Nag Star" steel 
ims (Kelsey Haynes). The plate seems to have a copi- 
ous supply of pin holes which allow salt, etc. to con- 
cac the steel base. Rust rings formed over night last 
winter on all four rims. A grease coat stopped the 'F 
rust but proved unsightly. I 

I 

I 
E. 
I've~trled to maintain the plate by sealing it with 
acrylic lacquer. 

Chrome plate extremely poor on exhaust extensions. 
y -24. 

This is a loosing battle' 

F. Right and left front fender and trunk lid "Shelby 
G.T. $00" aluminum embossed emblems not affixed securely 
to the chromed base. The right and left fender emblems 
peeled half way off before I' used some rubber base ad- 

The trunk l1d "Shelby" 

I o 

festive to fasten them down. 
strip was missing when the car arrived. 

Design. The die-cast aluminum rocker arm covers are UP 
y . The left cover barely clears the dual 

master brake cylinder. When I first obtained the car the 
engine roll would cause the cover to contact the dual mas- 
tor brake cylinder (especially during deceleration). Ne- 
cessary clearance was obtained by moving the vacuum booster 
over slightly to the left. Some additional clearance was 
of ired by moving the master cylinder reservoir cover to 
to, left (the cover flange has clearance between the re- 
servoir body). The covers interfere with spark nluw remov- 
al and require removal of the fender-cowl brace before the 
covers can be removed. 

nocesmrily massive 

Aluminum would have been much more suitable for the grill 
SC c . \ 

stlec enmesh. I had to repaint the entire grill screen. 
original paint job was obvi ously of inferior quality. 

Last winter all of' the black paint flaked off the 
The 
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visecllanecus. The Goodyear tires may be good for high 
speed driving but they seem to have the resistance to weath- 
cring (cracks in the casing) that tires of a~ decade or two 
a t  had. After only six months use, one tire has extensive 

side wall cracks. 
F 
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'l'*e speedometer' and odometer readinrrs were approximately 
10 percent 'of when the car was first received. 11, was 
necessary to remove the 18 tooth (natural color) drive 

- . Q • , I  I" d .bOy. odoznctcr reaaings are tough on gas mileage figure., an 
g 

(especially with a~ G.T. too' ) .  

gear and install a 16 tooth (oroz'l;:e color) drive gear. 

low speed readings are.grent for receiving speed tickets 

*<: Other annoying problems occurred which could be attributed 
tO y 
fastback. These problems belong more to Ford than to Shelby 
American and, I realize, are common to the industry. 

the hasty and rather careless assembly of the mustard 

I hope you will forward this letter so that some of the more 
irnraincnt problems can be taken care of. Shelby American has 
produced a vehicle possessing a strong image and wide -appeal 
this year. It would be ashame to tarnish the "350" and "SOO" 
'through small, easily corrected problems. 

Good luck and good health to you and 'fours . 

Sincerely, 

Mr. R. Gedde 
Special Vedic 

Mgr 0 
1.awlenco J Fetter P. E. 
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